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STATE OF ASSAM   -Vs-  SRILUKASH DAIMARI 

 

IN THE COURT OF ASSISTANT SESSIONS JUDGE:: UDALGURI, ASSAM 

SESSIONS-74/2018 

u/s- 353/307 IPC 

THE STATE OF ASSAM          -------- HavBijoySarma(Informant). 

 -Vs- 

SRI LUKASH DAIMARI--------- Accused person. 

PRESENT: NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED, (LL.M, AJS) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam  

APPEARANCE:    

(1) Mr B. K Chetry: Ld Addl. PP for the State. 

(2) Mr P. Lumga: LdDefence Counsel.  

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON                :14.06.18, 16.08.18, 12.09.18,  

 30.03.2019 &13.06.2019. 

ARGUMENTS   HEARD ON                : 27.06.2019. 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON              : 29.06.2019. 

J U D G M E N T 

1.    The brief facts of the case is that on 08/04/2018 one Hav. BijoySarma of 

Harisingha PS lodged an FIR with the Officer-in-Charge of PaneryPS stating inter 

alia that on03/04/2018 at about 11.30 pm the OC, Kalaigaon PS informed the 

OC, Harisingha PS over phone that the police from Mangaldoi was chasing a 

dumper towards Harisingha and thus requested helping the apprehension of the 

dumper. Accordingly the OC sent one section of SSB and then the SSB personnel 

stopped the dumper at Kachubil are but the driver locked himself inside. When 

the SSB personnel asked the driver of the dumper to come out, the driver tried 

to run over them and then fled away from the dumper (AS-13C/6896) after 

keeping the dumper on the road at some distance. Hence the Case. 

2.    On receipt of the FIR, Panery P.S Case No-26/2018, u/s-353/307 IPC was 

registered against the driver of dumper bearing Reg. No- AS-
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13C/6896.Investigation into the case was commenced and after the completion 

of usual investigation, charge-sheet u/s-353/307 IPC was submitted against Sri 

LukashDaimari, to face the trial.  

3.     In due course, the case was committed to the Court of Hon’ble Sessions 

Judge, Udalguri by the learned CJM, Udalguri and then the case was transferred 

to this Court for trial. 

4.    Trial of the case was commenced. The accused Sri LukashDaimari appeared 

before the Court to face trial. After hearing both the sides and perusing the case 

record, charges in writing u/s-353/307 IPC were framed. On being read over 

and explained the contents of charges u/s-353/307 IPC, the accused pleaded 

not guilty and claimed to face the trial. 

5.         Points for Determination: - After considering the materials on record 

I have found the following points for determination- 

I) Whether on 03/04/2018 at about 11.30 pm at Kachubil, the accused Sri 

LukashDaimariused criminal force on Hav. BijoySarma and on duty SSB 

personnel by way of attempt to run over his dumper truck  over them, 

in order to deter them from discharging their official duty ? 

             II) Whether on the same date, time and place, the aforesaid 

accusedused criminal force on Hav. BijoySarma and on duty SSB 

personnel by way of attempt to run over his dumper truck over 

them,with such intention and under such circumstances that, if by that 

act, death was caused, he would have been guilty of their murder?  

6.      To bring home its charges, the prosecution side examined as many as 

eleven (11) witnesses namely,Hav. BijoySarma as PW-1, Sri Rikash Shah as PW-

2, Sri BhabenKarmakaras PW-3, Sri RinchinGrakpaas PW-4, Sri Medini Pathak as 

PW-5, Sri RamkrishnaDeyas PW-6, Sri AmitabGunjan as PW-7, Sri Sunil Yadav as 

PW-8, Sri Biraj Choudhury as PW-9, Sri MadhawKannaujin as PW-10 and IO 

Ibrahim Khalilullahas PW-11. Prosecution side exhibited the FIR as Ext-1, Seizure 

List as Ext-2 and Charge-sheet as Ext-3.After the closure of prosecution 
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evidence, the accused was examined u/s-313 Cr.P.C, wherein his stand was of 

total denial. The accuseddeclined to adduce defence evidence. I have also heard 

the argument of both the sides. 

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE, DECISSION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

7.     To determine the above-mentioned points and to reach a judicial decision 

on the same, let me now adumbrate the evidences on record. 

8.    Informant (PW-1)Hav. BijoySarma stated in his deposition that on 

03.04.2018 when he was posted as Havildar at Harisingha PS, the OC, 

Harisingha PS informed him at about 11.30 pm that one dumper was coming 

from Mangaldoi side towards Harisingha side after causing an accident and as 

such he was instructed to follow the Dumper. Then he along with the SSB 

personnel had gone out to intercept the Dumper but the said dumper managed 

to cross them with great speed. Then they followed the dumper which was 

going towards Harisingha and they found four dumpers being stationed at 

Kachubil area. PW-1 further stated that in one of the said Dumper they found 

the driver sitting inside and the engine of the dumper was also hot. PW-1 further 

stated that then they took position around the said dumper but at that time the 

driver started the dumper and tried run over them but they managed to save 

themselves somehow. PW-1 further stated that the accused was the driver of 

that dumper. PW-1 further stated that then at a distance of around 100/150 

meter the accused fled away by keeping the dumper on the road.   

9.        Other PWs supported the stand of the informant (PW-1). PW-4 stated in 

his deposition that on 03.04.2018 he along with four other SSB Jawans were 

deputed for duty for apprehending a Dumper and accordingly they chased the 

dumper but the dumper speeded away by trying to run over them. PW-4 also 

stated that the driver of the dumper took the dumper for about ½ km and then 

ran away by leaving the dumper on the road. PW-5 deposed that on 

03.04.2018 they proceeded to Harisingha for Naka Checking and at that time, 

the OC, Harisingha PS received an information that a dumper had run away by 

trying to run over police personnel and they were told by OC to chase it.  They 
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chased the dumper and found the dumper at Kachubil and at that time the 

driver was inside the dumper. But after 10 minutes the driver ran away with the 

dumper by trying to run over them. PW-5 also stated that they chased the 

dumper and after that the driver of the said dumper took the dumper for about 

½ km and then ran away by keeping the dumper on the road. PW-6stated in 

his deposition that about a year ago one section of their Force was on ‘Naka’ 

duty at Harisingha led by the informant. On that day at about 11 pm they were 

informed that one Dumper had fled away from Mangaldoi and as such they were 

instructed to apprehend the same. Accordingly they were waiting for the dumper 

but the dumper suddenly crossed them with great speed. Then they followed 

the dumper and it stopped on the way at Kachubil. The driver was inside the 

dumper and they tried to get him out but suddenly the driver started the 

dumper and tried to run over them but they jumped out of the way. PW-6 

further stated that again they followed the dumper for about 200/300 meter but 

then the driver left the dumper by leaving the dumper on the road. PW-7stated 

in his deposition that about a year ago one section of their Force was on ‘Naka’ 

duty at Harisingha led by the informant. On that day at about 11 pm they were 

informed that one Dumper had fled away from Mangaldoi and as such they were 

instructed to apprehend the same. Accordingly they were waiting for the dumper 

but the dumper suddenly crossed them with great speed. Then they followed 

the dumper and it stopped on the way at Kachubil. The driver was inside the 

dumper and they tried to get him out but suddenly the driver started the 

dumper and tried to run over them but they jumped out of the way. PW-7 

further stated that again they followed the dumper for about 200/300 meter but 

then the driver left the dumper by leaving the dumper on the road. PW-8 stated 

in his deposition that about a year ago one section of their Force was on ‘Naka’ 

duty at Harisingha led by the informant. On that day at about 11 pm they were 

informed that one Dumper had fled away from Mangaldoi and as such they were 

instructed to apprehend the same. Accordingly they were waiting for the dumper 

but the dumper suddenly crossed them with great speed. Then they followed 

the dumper and it stopped on the way at Kachubil. The driver was inside the 

dumper and they tried to get him out but suddenly the driver started the 
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dumper and tried to run over them but they jumped out of the way. PW-8 

further stated that again they followed the dumper for about 300 meter but then 

the driver left the dumper by leaving the dumper on the road. 

10.      If the evidence of the informant (PW-1) and other PWs vis a vis the 

contents of the FIR are perused, it can be seen that the registration number or 

any other identification mark of the dumper in question was not provided to the 

informant by the OC, Harisingha PS while intimating him to intercept the dumper 

allegedly for causing an accident in Mangaldoi. As stated earlier, the PWs have 

otherwise corroborated each other but the question is as to whether the accused 

has committed any offence. In this regard the cross-examination of PWs would 

help us in great deal. PW-1 admitted in his cross-examination that when he 

along with SSB personnel detected the dumper, it crossed them in great speed 

and as such they could not see the registration number of the dumper. PW-1 

also admitted that there were four dumpers at Kachubil. PW-1 also admitted 

that the dumper could not knock them and that the driver did not get down 

from his seat and as such there was no occasion of having any scuffle with the 

driver.Further PW-4 admitted that the driver of the dumper did not hit them with 

his dumper. PW-5 also admitted that the dumper did not knock them but it tried 

to run over them.PW-6, PW-7 and PW-8 admitted that when the dumper 

stopped at Kachubil, two more dumpers were already stationed there. They also 

admitted that they had no altercation with the driver of that dumper. 

Theyfurther admitted that the driver switched on the light before running away 

and none of them got physical injury in the incident. 

11.    Further the admissions of IO (PW-11) also raise question mark on the 

identity of the accused. PW-11 admitted that he seized the truck from Panery PS 

Campus. PW-11 also admitted that the truck was brought to Panery PS by police 

from Harisingha PS but he was not with the police party of Harisingha PS at that 

time. PW-11 also admitted that the driver of the truck was not in the truck when 

the truck was brought to Harisingha PS. PW-11 also admitted that he did not 

record the statement of the registered owner of the truck and his name is not 

there in the witness list of the CS. The prosecution has also failed to bring on 
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record reference of accident case, if any, registered after the accident allegedly 

caused by the dumper in Mangaldoi.   

12.   The aforesaid admission of the vital PWs do not make out a case of 

deterring the on duty police officials from discharging their official duty by 

attempt to run over them by the dumper. Had the accused any intention to run 

over the police personnel by his dumper, he could have done it easily. Further if 

the accused was really involved in an accident in Mangaldoi and after that if had 

tried to run away with his dumper by evading signal from police, the accused 

could have been made liable to some extent. Further the intention to commit the 

offences would have been implied if the accused caused any physical contact 

with the on duty police officials by his dumper. The cardinal principle of criminal 

jurisprudence is that the prosecution has to prove its case beyond any 

reasonable doubt and in case of any doubt the benefit of doubt has to be given 

to the accused. On the face of the aforesaid evidences, the criminal liability can 

not be fastened on the accused person and as such it can be said that the 

prosecution has failed to prove its charges against the accusedbeyond 

reasonable doubt. Hence both the points are decided against the prosecution. 

13.      On the basis of the above adumbration and appreciation of evidences 

thereof, it can be safely concluded that the prosecution has failed to prove 

beyond reasonable doubt that the accused Sri LukashDaimaricommitted the 

offences as were alleged. As such, the accused is acquitted of the charges 

leveled against him. 

14.     The bail-bond for the accusedwould remain in force for the next six (6) 

months in view of Sec. 437-A CrPC. 

15.      Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 29thday of June, 

2019.                        

 

                                                                    (NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam. 
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APPENDIX 

1.   PROSECUTION WITNESSES-- 

I) PW-1                             : Hav. BijoySarma; 

          II) PW-2                         : Sri Rikash Shah; 

          III) PW-3                             : Sri BhabenKarmakar; 

          IV) PW-4                              :  Sri RinchinGrakpa; 

          V) PW-5                               : Sri Medini Pathak; 

         VI) PW-6                               : Sri RamkrishnaDey; 

         VII) PW-7                             : Sri AmitabGunjan; 

         VIII) PW-8                             : Sri Sunil Yadav; 

          IX) PW-9                               : Sri Biraj Choudhury; 

          X) PW-10                              : Sri MadhawKannaujin& 

          XI) PW-11                             :  Md Ibrahim Khalilullah. 

2.   PROSECUTION EXHIBITS-            

          I) Ext-1                                : FIR; 

          II) Ext-2             : Seizure List & 

 III) Ext-3     : Charge-sheet. 

3.    DEFENCE WITNESSES              : Nil. 

4.    COURT WITNESSES/EXHIBITS   : Nil.           

 

                                                          (NUR MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH AHMED) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge, Udalguri, Assam 


